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Abstract

Strange Dibaryons, six valence-quark hadrons constructed from one or more strange quarks,
are predicted to have greater binding than dibaryons in the non-strange sector. The flavor-
singlet dibaryon with quark structure "uuddss" is of particular theoretical and experimental
interest A brief review of the status of H dibaryon studies is presented with emphasis on
experiment E813 currently taking data at the AGS.

1 Prediction of the H-dibaryon

The existence of the "H-dibaryon" was originally predicted by R. Jaffefl] in 1977. At that time it was
realized that the MIT bag model, which could fit the known hadron mass spectrum with a few free
parameters, could also be used to generate mass estimates for other combinations of quark color-
singlets, such as 6-quark dibaryon systems. However, in almost all cases the mass predictions of die
6-quark systems were particle unstable. For example, a bag with 3 up-quarks and 3 down-quarks is
calculated to have a mass 300 MeV above the mass of 2 nucleons. While this may be taken as a
prediction of a broad resonant, it may also be only be a manifestation of the short-range repulsion in
the 2-nucleon force.

Jaffe found that there was a combination of quarks for which the bag model predicts a particle which is
stable with respect to strong decays. This particle, dubbed the H-dibaryon, consists of 2 up, 2 down,
and 2 strange valence quarks. This bag model calculation yielded a mass of 2150 MeV. Sines the
lightest known 2-baryon strangeness -2 system consists of two A hyperons at 2230 MeV, this gives a
binding energy for the H of BH = 80 MeV. Other bag model calculations have predicted H-dibaryon
masses closer to the mass of two A hyperons[2,3,4]. Corrections to the bag model which attempt to
account for coupling of pure bag model wavefunction to two color-singlet baryons give a large
increase in the H binding[5,6]. It should be emphasized that, although these mass calculations are
model dependent, the H does not appear to be an artifact of the bag model. The increased binding
comes from the color-magnetic interaction which gives the strongest attraction for the most symmetric
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color-spin representation which corresponds to the most antisymmetric SU(3)f representation. The
significance of the H-dibaryon quark combination is inherent in QCD hence it is not surprising that the

f H can be found in soliton and potential models as well.

Lattice Gauge Theory calculations are of particular interest. An early calculation performed on a
'"' 62xl2xl8 lattice generated an H mass which would lie in the unbound, or perhaps slightly bound

region[7]. A second LGT calculation by Iwasaki et. al.[8] found that a larger lattice was required to
obtain convergence. Their calculation, performed on a 163 x 48 lattice predicted a very light H,
perhaps too light to be physical. If the H is lighter than the deuteron, the universe could decay to
strange matter. A search for the P-decay of nuclei through a AS=2 channel to the H by Ejiri et.
al.[9]gave an upper limit for this process which, when combined with a H-particle production rate
calculation, gives a lower limit on the H mass within a few MeV of the deuteron mass. More recently,
the calculation was repeated using the standard one-plaquette action and obtained less bindingflO].

2 Hunting the H

A number of H-searches have been reported in the literature. The most direct attempt to find evidence
for the H was an experiment performed at the AGS by Carroll et.al.[ll] using the reaction
p+p-*K++K++X. An upper limit of a<40nb was reported, but it has been argued that production of
the H through this channel could have a cross section less than 1 nb. A number of candidate dibaryon
bubble chamber events have been reported but the evidence is not conclusive. More recently, a hybrid

* emulsion experiment has been performed at KEK, but the H particle remains elusive.

£• Indirect evidence of limits on the H mass come from double-A Hypernuclei emulsion
, experiments[12,13,14]. In these experiments, an emulsion stack is exposed to a K~ beam and the
" emulsion is scanned for a evidence of the formation of a nucleus with two bound lambda hyperons.

There have been three reports of the observance of the formation and subsequent weak mesonic decay
; ;• of such nuclei. If it is assumed that the ground state of the hypernuclei are reached before the weak
* mesonic decay process occurs, then if follows that the mass measurements determined by the range of
' the hypernuclear decay products provide a measurement the binding of the ground state of a nuclei
' with two strange quarks. This sets a lower limit on the mass of the H particle. The most recent of the
; three observations came'from a hybrid experiment with detectors placed around the emulsion stack.
: The emulsion contained evidence of an event which can be interpreted as either AABe or A AB. This
, event would seem to place an lower limit on the H mass of niH>2203.7 MeV (BH<27 MeV). It should

be noted that there have been arguments that the production rate of the H from a double-A
hypemucleus may severely depressed if the H is very light, i.e. slightly above the deuteron mass and
thus it may be possible that these observed weak decay processes took .place before the two A
hyperons could fuse into an H dibaryon.

i. 3 The (E",d)atom Experiment (E813)

i In view of the significance of the H-particle and the lack of experimental evidence, a method to search
for the H has been developed which utilizes a low momentum transfer reaction in an attempt to increase



the production cross section. This experiment, AGS experiment 813[15], uses a two component
cryogenic target shown in Fig. 1 to produce H particles through a three step process:

A beam of 1.8 GeV/c Kaons will be used to produce S* hyperons in a liquid hydrogen target
through the reaction

K*+p -» K++S-. (Step 1)
The E-s leave the liquid hydrogen target,
pass through tungsten energy degraders,
are tagged by an array of silicon detectors,
and stop in a liquid deuterium vessel.

a - + d-»(S-d)atom (Step 2)
The signature for formation of the H
particle is the detection of monoenergetic
neutrons from the reaction

( S - d)atom -» H + n. (Step 3)

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the liquid
hydrogen and liquid deuterium vessels used in
E813. Drawing shows three of the 20 tungsten
energy degrader/silicon detector modules.

The experiment is made possible by the newly
constructed 2 GeV/c separated beam line constructed at the D target station of the AGS. Preliminary
engineering tests were performed in the spring of 1991 and additional data were acquired in the
summer of 1992. The beam line has achieved more than 2 x Mfi K* mesons per 1013 protons on the
production target and a K:it ratio around 2:1. The status of the analysis of this three step experiment is
discussed below.

Step 1) The outgoing K+ mesons are momentum analyzed in a large aperture magnet and particle
identification is accomplished through a combination of time-of-flight and threshold aerogel Cherenkov
detectors. The apparatus, shown in Fig. 2, is designed to detect K+ mesons emitted downwards
around 8° in the lab. Offline, the mass of the secondary particle can be calculated using the measured
momentum and tirae-of-flighL Although the K+ mesons constitute a very small fraction of the particles
passing through the spectrometer, they can be clearly distinguished, as shown in Fig. 3. The missing
mass can then be calculated for K-+p -> K++ X. This results in a clean selection of events with tagged
S" production with a negligible contribution from background reactions.

Step 2) The K+ mesons emitted downwards around 8° correspond to S"'s created with -130 MeV
kinetic energies and trajectories going upwards at 20°. The 3"s which stop in the deuterium must first
leave the liquid hydrogen target through its top wall, pass through a tungsten energy degrader, and exit
the degrader with 10 to 30 MeV of kinetic energy. Although only 1% of S's exit the tungsten
degrader before decaying, those that do are tagged with an array of 200(im diffused junction silicon
detectors just before they enter the liquid deuterium vessel. Since the low energy S's are more than 10
times minimum ionizing, die requirement of a large pulse in the correct silicon pad rejects most of the
events in which the S" decays before reaching the entrance to the deuterium vessel stopping celL .
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NEUTRON DETECTOR

- 7 METERS-

Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the (S~,d)atom experiment showing the instrumentation for detection of
the incident K' mesons and the 7 meter K+ spectrometer. (Actual neutron detector arrays are located
on each side of the iarcet. rather than above and below as in the diagram.)
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Fig. 3. Step 1: Mass spectrum of particles
passing through K+ spectrometer. Mass is
calculated by time-of-flight combined with
momentum and path length determined by drift
chambers.
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Fig. 4. Step 2: Sample of time-of-hit vs.
energy loss for hits in the silicon detector array.
Blocked region indicates the region where we
expect to find S" hyperons which have a large
probability of stopping in the liquid deuterium.

The signature of the low energy S"s coincident with the in-beam production of E"s is clearly seen in
Fig. 4 which shows the time of the coincident S" relative to the incident K" meson. For events of
interest, i.e. pulse heights corresponding to greater than 1.0 MeV of energy loss, the accidental
coincident rate is negligible. This large pulse height requitement plus a geometric cut which utilizes the
correlation between the S" production vertex and the silicon pad location are used to select a set of
events in which the S"'s have a high (>25%) probability of stopping in the liquid deuterium and
forming (3~,d)atoms-

Step 3) The S"s which form a (a~\d)atom can. intu™. produce an H particle through the reaction
(S~\d)atoin -> H + n. Monoenergetic neutrons, in the energy region between 0 and 100 MeV, would
serve as a signature for production of the H and uniquely determines its mass. However, the
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(S~,d)atom can also decay strongly to AAn and S°nn. Aerts and Dover[16] have calculated the
branching ratio R for (S~,d)atom -> H + n and predict it to be near 1.0 if the H mass is near the mass
of two A's and decrease to 0.1 as BH increases to 100 MeV. To form the H from the (H~,d)atom and

» transfer sufficient energy to the neutron to allow its detection, the H must be less than 15 MeV
[ unbound. Thus this experiment is expected to be sensitive is the mass range near the two-A mass with
: BH < -15 MeV. At this time, the data obtained from a preliminary analysis of the existing coincident
I neutron data are too low in statistics to expect a clear H signature to be visible. Detailed analysis of the

sensitivity which may be reached during the 1993 running of the AGS are currently under way.
i

i 4 Other Searches

The AGS program includes other hunts for the H. Experiment E888 looks for a signature of long
lived H's produced with a heavy ion beam. Two strangelet search experiments at the AGS are also
closely related. In addition to the (H~,d)atom search, our collaboration has two other approved
experiments, E836 and E88S which may shed light on the existence of the H.

Since the H is mass is unknown, it is desirable to extend the region of sensitivity to lighter masses.
This can be done through the reaction

K* + 3He -> K+ + H + n.
The experiment (E836) will be performed with the same basic apparatus as the (H~,d)atOm experiment
but the hydrogen/deuterium target will be replaced with a liquid 3He target[17]. Dover has shown that
for a deeply bound H, it is not necessary to detect the final state neutron[18]. The momentum
spectrum of the outgoing K+ is expected to show a narrow peak with FWHM of -30 MeV/c.
Detection of the neutron provides additional verification and increase the accuracy of the H mass
measurement. While this second experiment appears straightforward, it requires a particle
identification system which can reject pions better than 1:10* to prevent the background reactions ft"
+3He->K++2-+pn and K-+3He->n++2~+pn. In addition, the experiment is not sensitive to a weakly
bound or unbound H since the signature would be masked by kaons from quasi-free E" production but
should have a clean signature for a deeply bound H. Thus, this experiment is complimentary to the
(H~,d)atom experiment

The existence of particle stable double lambda hypernuclei has a direct connection to strange dibaryon
physics as discussed in section 2 above. While the emulsion searches have provided important results,
there is a clear need for a high statistics counter experiment To this end, experiment E885 is designed
to measure the binding of ̂ H e by detecting neutrons from the reaction

(a-,«Li)atom-> ^ H e +n
using essentially the same apparatus as the (S~,d)atom experiment[19]. The experiment will also look
for a signature for subsequent H production by studying the decay modes of ^ H e and via direct
production of the H through the reaction

K- + 12c -> K+ + H + X.
This is experiment was discussed in this conference in more detail by M. May.
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5 Summary

Proof of the H dibaryon's existence along with measurements of its mass and decay properties would
provide a new and rigorous test of models of hadron structure. However, more than 25 years after the
prediction of its existence, the H dibaryon remains elusive. A number of experiments currently in
progress may soon shed light on its nature.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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